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Tectonic Se*ng
•

The volcano is part of the
Campanian volcanic arc that is
formed from the convergence of the
African plate moving northward and
the Eurasian plate moving
southward (subducCon zone). The
older, colder, and denser Eurasian
plate gets subducted and parCally
melts. When it melts, it’s density
decreases from the heat and rises,
fueling the volcano. At the same
Cme, it gets its gas from AdriaCc Sea
when it sea assimilates into the
Eurasian plate that has yet to be
melted. This gas greatly increases
the explosiCvity of the volcano.

Geologic Hazards
•

The erupCons generally get as high as a
VEI 5 (Pompeian) and VEI 6 (Avellino).
The reason it never reaches a VEI 7 or 8
is because it frequently erupts and
constantly releases it’s pressure.
Regardless, at VEI 5 and even in the
1944 VEI 3, it oTen gives a plinian
erupCon with the full gas thrust,
convecCon, and umbrella region.
Because of this, tephra fall is a major
hazard depending on the wind
direcCon. Likewise, pyroclasCc surge
and ﬂows are a concern when the a)
the venCng source widens or b) the
gas thrust region weakens . Because of
the high populaCon density, especially
with Naples today, it’s a very
dangerous volcano.

79 A.D Erup<on
•

The 79 ErupCon was a VEI 5 erupCon. The
reason it was so famous was not because
of it’s size, but rather because a) it buried
Pompeii and Herculaneum b) because it
was so well documented by Pliny the
Younger from Misenum and Pliny the
Elder gave 2 separate accounts with
diﬀerent experiences from 2 places. By
converging the 2 accounts, we know that
the order was ﬁrst a) erupCon b) an
earthquake felt as far as Misenium c) the
pyroclasCc ﬂow and surge due to dome
collapse or lack of buoyancy. The surge
covered Herculaneum and even
threatened people as far as Misenium d)
intermediate earthquake e) mulCple
smaller surges in the order of surge/ﬂow/
surge. e) a phreauCc explosion.

Other Erup<ons
•

•

•

There were at least 4 other VEI 5 or 6
erupCons before the 79 erupCon. During
that period, erupCons were less
frequent, but more explosive. ATer 79
A.D., erupCon were more frequent but
less explosive.
In parCcular, it erupted roughly 2 dozen
Cmes between 1660 and 1944. Due to
this, the erupCons were weaken. For
example, the 1944 erupCon was only a
VEI 3 (minimum for a plinian erupCon).
The last major one‐ the one in 1944‐
started with lava ﬂows, some small
explosions, and then the big one.

Damages/Lessons
•

•

For the 79 erupCon, all ciCes in the
southern areas were covered,
meaning any ciCzen sCll remaining
were dead. Anyone who was in the
way of surges and ﬂows were dead.
And tephra caused roof collapses
that most likely killed or trapped
ciCzens for the surges or ﬂows.
Overall, casualCes were 1100 and
300 bodies were found, but that’s a
conservaCve death toll.
For the 1944 erupCon, 3 major
villages were destroyed, roof
collapses, 28 deaths, and the
destrucCon of a US military base.

a) For safety measures, oﬃcials
now have to balance the Cming
(there are precursors such as
harmonic tremors) because
Vesuvius is such an
unpredictable volcano.
b) The next best precauCon is
simply prevent anymore people
in the red zone.

The END
•
•

•
•
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